CONNEXI
Collectif Curieux (Carré Curieux, Cirque Vivant !

CREATION 2021

MAN-CANID DUO
CIRCULAR PERFORMANCE
Exterior and interior
All audiences
Duration : 35’
Possible version with 2 live musicians.
Complete technical rider and pedagogical documentation available upon request.

THE SHOW
In ConnexiO, Vladimir Couprie, an outstanding diabolist, has a wolf-friend as an
accomplice. Together, they revisit the Man-Canine relationship through the prism of
creation circus.
Playing only with the essential and feeding off the unexpected, their duo creates
pure moments of sensitivity and love with a disconcerting humanity.
A game of fascinating attention and harmony.
More than a true story, a live story!

WORLD PREMIERES
March 14, 2021
Spring Festival
Festival of new circus forms in Normandy at La Brèche, Pôle National des Arts du
Cirque de Basse-Normandie in Cherbourg-Octeville (FR) in partnership with the
Espace Culturel Buisson / Plateforme 2 Pôles Cirque en Normandie
May 13 and 15, 2021
Namur en Mai
Festival des Arts Forains (BE)
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NOTE OF INTENT

Through the company Collectif Curieux (Carré Curieux, Cirque Vivant !), ConnexiO
is Vladimir Couprie’s 6th show (excluding short acts). Following his intensive touring
experiences in cabarets, theatres, public spaces and under the «Maison Curieuse» (the
companie’s big top), he feels the need to create a show in duet with his dog. A lighter
form, circular and around two disciplines: the art of «dressage» and the art of juggling.
The title comes from Latin and means: « bond, connection » because the show creates a
complicit, sensitive and sincere bond between the canine partner, the audience and the
circus artist.
Vladimir wanted to get away from the anthropocentric forms of training, by staging a
playful and poetic dialogue, a relationship of equals. He wanted to showcase the female
dog in all her intrinsic beauty and natural elegance. She has a dog’s place, in the noble
sense of the term, with all the respect that this entails. The notion of pleasure was
especially important in the chosen canine education. It is by playing a lot that mutual
understanding and trust are developed. Like good partners, they learned and continue to
learn to know each other in all situations.
Despite the rigorous training, some of the dog’s reactions are unpredictable! This
observation led Vladimir Couprie and Christophe Morisset (director) to make this
unpredictability a real driving force for creation and to consider it as a gift rather than a
4

limitation. The relationship is reversed: by not reacting as expected, the dog forces her
master to accept the situation and adapt live so that the connection remains complete,
guaranteeing the sincerity and unsuspected depth of the show.
The emotional journey has thus developed from surprise to surprise, in a spontaneous,
playful writing, where sober acting and natural reactions were favoured.
The great technical mastery of the diabolo was used to serve the intimacy between the
two acolytes. The shared toy eventually fades away to make way for a captivating bodyto-body encounter, a sweet promenade.
A canine choreography where one no longer knows who is leading the dance!
Discover the teaser of ConnexiO by clicking on the image below :

The full capture of ConnexiO is available on request.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION...
As part of La Nuit du Cirque Numérique in
November 2020, Vladimir Couprie made
a video recording in french explaining
the working method they adopted with
his dog. To discover the backstage of the
creation of the show, click here.
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THE SHOW

A journey in the here and the now. In three parts. Towards more and more simplicity. The
body resurfaces.
A man and his dog arrive, in direct contact with the audience. The dog is a dog. The
situation is ordinary, conventional.
Everything will be shown.
Sharing the favourite instrument:
Together, the diabolos allow a joyful elsewhere, stretching the time.
An attentive juggling between two apprentices is sketched out step by step. Always
knowing where one stands internally, while remaining connected and on the lookout
for what’s going on. It is the place where we give, where we receive, where we make
invitations at the right time. Juggling echoes manifest. The attention is shared, fluidly,
creating domino effects, connections, a ping-pong of focus.
The dog participates with the juggling by simple actions such as bringing back the diabolo,
pushing it with the nose... The orders given to the dog can be visible as well as invisible
when they are integrated with the body language.
The complicit relation of the two artists develops, the toy becomes superfluous, and a
choreographic duet takes the front of the stage. Focusing on the fluidity of the movements,
they adjust to each other’s speed. More and more space is given to the furry partner. The
diabolo-spinner disappeared; a free, lively, and fusional dance emerges.
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An organic body to body:
The dog-animal reappears, shows its teeth, barks, takes its beastly place and we are
reminded that the wolf is not far from the dog. An instinctive game begins.
They revisit the dog discipline called « le mordant » by giving it a completely different
meaning. It becomes a game of balance and counterbalance, where one measures, tests
and confronts one’s animal strength, as equals. In a genuine complicity, the dog holds the
sleeve in its mouth and pulls, the man resists. The tension between the two bodies is not
simulated. The clothes stretch until they tear to reveal the body.

© Jean-Marc Schneider

So, slowly, the tension drops while the connection is at its peak. Then, naturally, the two
gasping bodies collapse and curl up against each other.
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MUSIC, LIGHTS & AUDIENCE

Music
The sound design was created by the director Christophe Morisset, whose complementary
skills and extensive knowledge of circus enabled him to create the original music for
«ConnexiO», a soundtrack that is as truculent as it is unique.
The music was composed with the jazz musicians Pauline Leblond on flugelhorn and Toine
Cnockaert on the drums. This choice was motivated by their great musical complicity,
their curiosity and their high level artistic sensitivity.
The sound is diffused from the back of the audience towards the circular stage to create
a sound bubble and reinforce the intimacy. Because, if thinking of music for a circus show
is always a challenge, writing for a circus show intended for the open air is quite another.
The street is not a closed space that is impervious to the numerous stimuli for the auditory
and visual senses. It is therefore towards the idea of an «enveloping» music that the
project was designed, in unity with the circular performing space.
In harmony with the stage set approach, the music contributes to this impression of
simplicity and freedom.
It exudes freedom in its language and its construction. It is naturally towards jazz that the
choice was made. The instrumental formula also had to remain simple and open, and the
drum and flugelhorn duo quickly became the obvious choice. An instrumental duo in tune
with the duo of performers.
With such an original and «incomplete» duo ( due to the absence of a bass), the melodic
language carried by the flugelhorn, with its very vocal sound, can freely explore harmonic
developments and play with surprises in melodic constructions and break out of the
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expected and measured jazz patterns. The drums offer different tempos but above all
different energies and help to build an atmospheric progression of the performance.
The meeting point between the time of the recorded music and the time of the
performers is made particularly by the silences, the breaths, and the musical and physical
suspensions. The musical pieces escape from the traditional pattern of accompanying
acts (equal duration of the musical and stage parts) to leave a feeling of flexible dialogue
between music and movement. This openness of the relationship between musical and
performative time is also necessary because of the notion of the unexpected associated
with the dog’s behaviour in public, a variable that is part of the show. The music cannot
therefore «calibrate» the performers time by forcing them into a strict and sterile
timeframe.
The music tends towards an impression of freedom of construction which enters into
dialogue with the performers’ partition through time appointments, transitions, tension
and rest.
The music participates in the construction of the performance, which at first may seem
vague, but gradually becomes more precise, creating the surprise of the moment, from
polyrhythm to unison.

© Valentine Nulens

Recorded and mixed for a lighter version by the sound engineer Renaud Carton De Tournai,
the music is also intended to be played live by the two composer-musicians, reinforcing
the spontaneity of the proposal.
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Lights
Performances at dusk, at night or in indoor venues (such as gymnasiums, theatres, circus
tents, cultural centres, warehouses, wastelands, etc.) benefit from a skilful lighting design
by our loyal and precious long-time collaborator Nicolas Diaz. This valued partner has
created a universe full of nuances and lightness, which will also be played by Alexis Dansin.

Relationship with the audience/stage

© Jean-Marc Schneider

The circle is the ancestral gathering place, which is why we chose the round stage (7
metres in diameter). The audience is placed all around at 360 degrees to underline this
proximity with the artists and to allow the collective energy to circulate smoothly. Each
spectator has the best place, there is no privileged point of view, the images rotate and
are offered at random. Everyone sees their own details and trajectories, their own story.
This universal piece of circus art is all terrain, circular and non-speaking, performed
directly with the audience, eye to eye.
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IN SITU
Interior ▪ Exterior ▪ In nursing
homes ▪ In schools ▪ In prisons ▪ etc.

© Jean-Marc Schneider

BIOGRAPHIES

VLADIMIR COUPRIE
Co-founder of the company - creator and author
He is co-director of the company.
An exceptional juggler, notably with diabolo-tops and soap
bubbles, he was also trained in the art of clowning by Michel
Dallaire, Christophe Thellier and Franck Dinet... Vladimir’s
personality has been noticed in all his previous works, from the act
Derniers instants... created with Luca Aeschlimann and performed at
the Festival Mondial du Cirque de Demain in 2008, to «Famille choisie», the company’s
latest creation under the big top.
Since graduating from the École Supérieure des Arts du Cirque (ESAC) in 2007 with high
honours, Vladimir Couprie has co-created and performed in the shows Le Carré Curieux,
Le Passage, Orgue en Suspension, Petit Frère, Bruxelles-Brussel! Belgian Circus Dinner
Show, Famille Choisie and several solo, duo and quartet circus acts.

WOLF-FRIEND
Alba is a female white long-haired Swiss Shepherd Dog (Weisser
Schweizer Schäferhund)
Born on November 16th 2018 from an exceptional lineage in
Brittany, France, at the family breeding Bleizi Asgard.
This dog is registered in the LOF (Livre des Origines Français) and is
the result of a marriage of confirmed parents (FCI/SCC) who were
selected with great care.
Her passport is operational and her medical certificate is up to date!
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CHRISTOPHE MORISSET
Director, sound designer and co-author
Christophe Morisset is an outstanding musician with a surprisingly
broad repertoire, ranging from ancient music to improvised music.
Thanks to his studies in stage direction at INSAS in Brussels, as
well as his collaborations with directors, choreographers and circus
artists in numerous projects, Christophe is not only an excellent
musical advisor but also has a sharp eye for stage language. He is also a
stage artist for several companies.
Today, he is a music teacher at the CNAC and ESAC, where he accompanies personal
projects and is a stage director. Christophe Morisset has already collaborated with the
company Carré Curieux, Cirque Vivant! on the shows Entre nous, Ode à Lyoba and Famille
choisie.

PAULINE LEBLOND
Composer, musician (flugelhorn, trumpet)
Pauline Leblond is a trumpet, cornet and flugelhorn player.
She studied classical and jazz trumpet at the Conservatoire à
Rayonnement Régional for almost 10 years. She was interested
in classical writing, harmony, chamber and orchestral music, as
well as jazz, which has become her speciality. She entered the Royal
Conservatory of Brussels in 2011 in the jazz section, and has participated
in numerous projects in a variety of music genres (South American, Breton, amplified,
classical, chamber music, orchestral music...). She is also a musician in several musicals
and has a number of fixed formations in which she plays as a leader (Camille Alban Spreng
4tet, Swing boulevard, Big Nowhere, Geoffrey Fiorese 10tet).

TOINE CNOCKAERT
Composer, musician (drums)
Toine Cnockaert was brought up on jazz and classical music and
soon developed a passion for percussion, in particular drums,
for which he obtained a specialised jazz master’s degree as well
as the agrégation at the Royal Conservatory of Brussels. His varied
musical tastes have led him to perform in a wide range of projects such
as musicals, classical music and pop. He is a member of various jazz bands, including
the Martin Salemi Trio, with whom he won the Albert Michiels 1st prize at the B-Jazz
International Contest in 2018.
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THE COMPANY

Carré Curieux, Cirque Vivant ! is one of the emblematic companies in the current Belgian
circus landscape. Founded in 2007 by four young artists (Luca Aeschlimann, Vladimir
Couprie, Gert De Cooman, Kenzo Tokuoka), “guys” from totally different backgrounds, all
graduated from the École Supérieure des Arts du Cirque (E.S.A.C) in Brussels (Belgium ).
The company has now achieved international fame and tours all over the world (Europe,
Switzerland, Canada, China, Russia, Peru, Chile, Japan, Korea, Reunion Island…).
We feel a deep need to create circus forms offering an alternative vision of our ways of
life, of communication, through reinvented disciplines.
Our shows are filled with magical illusions and unusual appearances while remaining very
attached to a certain simplicity, a closeness to the public… And always tinged with an
insatiable irony !
Indoors, under the marquee, in the street or even in churches, Carré Curieux, Cirque
Vivant ! is a multi-faceted company with a common goal: to compose original circus works
without restrictions of form, without forgetting our first concern: to create with and for
people.
Simplicity, diversity… Let’s be “curious“!

THE MOTTO
«When I work, I am as serious as a child at play».
						

Pablo Ruiz Picasso
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DISTRIBUTION

CREATION TEAM
Creators, performers and co-authors
Vladimir Couprie and his wolf-friend
Director, sound designer and co-author
Christophe Morisset
Composers, recording and live musicians and co-authors
Pauline Leblond (bugle et trompette) and Toine Cnockaert (Batterie)
Soundtrack producer (sound recording, mixing, editing), sound engineer
Renaud Carton De Tournai
Costume designer, set design and props advisor
Aline Breucker
Lighting designers and technicians
Nicolas Diaz and Alexis Dansin
General technician
Vladimir Couprie
Alternate technician
Gert De Cooman
STAGE CREATION
Design and construction
Gert De Cooman, Kenzo Tokuoka assisted by Joppe Wouters
Final design and welding
Johan Eggers
Assistance with the modification
Gert De Cooman and Vladimir Couprie
ILLUSTRATOR-PAINTER (DRAWINGS)
Nathalie Novi
PRODUCTION
Production manager
Vladimir Couprie
Production assistant
Véronique Delwart
ADMINISTRATION
Administration and production assistant
Aline Lourtie and Elana Rillh
Dossier writing assistance
Florence Martin-Kessler, Émilie Bouillaguet, Nathalie Mélis and Kenzo Tokuoka
BOOKING AGENCY
Émile Sabord Production
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CO-PRODUCERS, PARTNERSHIPS & SUPPORTS

PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS
PRODUCTION
Collectif Curieux (Carré Curieux, Cirque Wolubilis, Centre de création
Maison Culturelle d’Ath - Espace CAR
Vivant !) / Hajimé asbl-vzw
One Chicken Farm
PERPLX vzw
CO-PRODUCERS
Latitude 50, Pôle des arts du cirque et de
Théâtre de Liège
La Brèche, Pôle National Cirque Normandie/ la rue
Cherbourg en cotentin en partenariat avec Miramiro vzw
La Maison de la culture de Tournai/La Piste
l’Espace Culturel Buisson
aux Espoirs
Festival Namur en Mai
Foyer Populaire/Espace d’Inventions du
MARS, Mons Art de la Scène
Centre Culturel du Brabant Wallon
Dommelhof/Theater op de Markt
Festival international des arts de la rue de Festival Détours en Tournugeois/Le Galpon
Centre culturel d’Engis/Festival les
Chassepierre
La Cascade, Pôle National des Arts du Tchafornis
La Maison des jonglages/Centre culturel
Cirque Rhône-Alpes Ardèche
Jean Houdremont de La Courneuve
Wallonie-Bruxelles International
SACD
CREATED WITH THE SUPPORT OF the Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Direction générale
de la Culture, Service général des Arts de la Scène, Service du Cirque, des Arts Forains et
de la Rue.
THANKS TO Bleizi Asgard breeding, Romy Crétiaux from Essentiel Canin, Mathilde
toilettage from Saint-montan, Serge from Nil Obstrat, Sara Lemaire, Ambre Lavignac,
Marcel, Cécile and Claire Peysson, CFPPA from Valdoie, Léa Emonet, Marie Giney from Ad
Augusta, Leïla Philippe, Romain Couprie.
N.B. : Vladimir Couprie and his wolf-friend are associate artists, co-habiting at La Cascade,
Pôle National des Arts du Cirque Rhône-Alpes Ardèche for the 2020-2021 season.
Vladimir has his Attestation de Connaissances pour les Animaux de Compagnie d’Espèces
Domestiques (ACACED).

ARTISTIC & TECHNICAL CONTACT
COLLECTIF CURIEUX (CARRÉ CURIEUX, CIRQUE VIVANT !) - HAJIME ASBL-VZW
vladimir@colectifcurieux.be
+32 (0)476 23 60 51
Chaussée d’Alsemberg, 1299
1180 Bruxelles - Belgique

www.collectifcurieux.be
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DELPHINE ARMAND
+33 6 84 18 33 52
production@emilesabord.fr

